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pUrpoSe oF The SUSTainabLe UF STyLe GUide

The Sustainable UF logo is a valuable asset 
and a powerful tool. Whether it’s seen on a 
billboard, on the web, or even on a mug– 
our logo represents Sustainable UF, and 
communicates our mission to our audience.

As people become familiar with our name 
and logo, we want them to feel confident 
that they are involved in an effort that is 
consistent in its message and its promises. 
Our mission is our promise, so it’s essential 
that we use our logo consistently.

The purpose of this Style Guide is to enable 
us to deliver a single, strong, instantly 
recognizable identity. By following these 
standards, we will achieve a common look 
and feel in everything that bears our logo. 
As a result, every Sustainable UF effort will 
reinforce and benefit from the impact of 
all others. Our audience will learn to trust 
our identity. And we will strengthen every 
aspect of our effort.

Over time, the Sustainable UF logo will 
become as familiar as the “Apple” or the 
“Target Bullseye”. The goal behind our 
symbol is to distinguish us as a leader in 
a sustainable community. And wherever 
people see the Sustainable UF logo, they’ll 
automatically think one thing: 

Turning over a new leaf for a better lifestyle.

introduction
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idenTiTy pLaTForM

The Sustainable UF logo generates long-
term loyalty and trust through consistency 
and recognizability. Our logo conveys the 
core values of the Sustainable UF effort, 
and the consistency of elements such as 
color, typography, and size help reinforce 
the logo and build an emotional relationship 
with our community. Therefore, it is essential 
to be consistent in all communication, as the 
Sustainable UF logo becomes the significant 
visual element representing our effort at the 
University of Florida and across the country.

The objective of this logo is to create a  
unified visual identity system to represent 
the ideals and mission of UF's sustainability 
effort. This logo will facilitate the Office
of Sustainability in engaging the University’s 
population to form a new perspective of 
sustainability that will compel and empower 
our community to take action.

The mission of the Office of Sustainability 
is to make the University of Florida- in 
its operations, education, research, and  
outreach- a model of sustainability, inte-
grating the goals of ecological restoration, 
economic development, and social equity. 
The Office of Sustainability encourages 
and facilitates the collaborative efforts of 
faculty, students, and staff to acquire skills 
and initiate practices that contribute to a 
sustainable, high quality of life on campus, 
in the state of Florida, and across the globe.

introduction
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As the graphical representation of 
the Sustainable UF effort, our logo 
helps position UF’s campus and its 
Office of Sustainability as a leader 
in its Sustainable effort. Because of 
its simplicity in design and color, the 
Sustainable UF logo is memorable 
and extremely versatile. The logo 
was designed to work in a wide range 
of media, both in print and web.

The Sustainable UF Logo
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The eLeMenTS

The Sustainable UF logo is composed of 
two main elements: the Word Mark and  
the Leaf Mark. Working together, these 
elements create the Sustainable UF identity. 
Please refer to the following pages for  
specific guidelines on various acceptable 
configurations of the logo.

WORD MARK

The Word Mark appears in the designed letterforms. 

Based upon readability and versatility for design, 

we have chosen an attractive typeface that works 

well with the image we are trying to establish. The 

primary typeface is a fresh, organic type style that 

complements the Leaf Symbol. The type that makes 

up the Sustainable UF Word Mark is customized to 

meet the needs of the logo, including the addition 

of leaf symbols as dots on the “i’s”. The secondary 

typeface used in the unique Office of Sustainability 

logo for the words “office of” is Gotham. The Word 

Mark should never appear in any other typeface or 

with any other text element.

THE LEAF MARK

The Leaf Mark represents the collaborative efforts 

inspiring personal commitments to change while 

providing a bold new iconic direction for the Office 

and the movement. The Leaf Mark is made up of two 

elements, the leaf and the arrow. The leaf identifies 

the environmental awareness of the movement. The 

arrow functions as the action factor, compelling 

people to turn over a new leaf.

Do not alter the signature artwork, aspect ratio or colors.

The Sustainable UF Logo
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It is important to display the Sustainable 
UF logo consistently in every medium. 
The primary horizontal logo configuration 
should be used whenever it is possible. 
However, sometimes available space and  
considerations of aesthetics may dictate 
different configurations of the main logo. 
These versions of the logo were developed 
to provide versatile yet consistent means 
of representation. This gives freedom to 
use the iconography of the leaf mark alone 
if necessary or desired. The usage must 
comply with the general guidelines of the 
identity. The following pages describe 
the preferred logo variations and other 
acceptable variations.  

priMary LoGo horiZonTaL

This is the preferred configuration of the Sustainable 

UF logo. It has been designed to maximize the impact 

of the Sustainable UF Leaf Mark and Word Mark in a 

unified shape. The colors and relative proportions of 

the Word Mark and Leaf Symbol should be preserved, 

as well as their relationship to each other. Use this 

configuration whenever possible.

Sustainable UF Logo variations
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priMary LoGo verTicaL 

The vertical configuration can be used when the 

available horizontal space is limited. The colors and 

relative proportions of the Leaf Mark and Word Mark 

should be preserved, as should the relationship they 

maintain with each other.  

Secondary LoGo verTicaL

If horizontal space is severely limited, it is acceptable 

to use the Leaf Mark by itself, preserving the same 

proportions, colors, and relationship.  

Sustainable UF Logo variations
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In order to develop a versatile 
yet consistent representation of 
the Sustainable UF identity, these 
sub logos have been developed 
for specific aspects of the effort. 
By replacing “Sustainable UF” 
with “office of Sustainability” and 
“Green Team”, the logo retains a 
unified identity while focusing on 
these aspects of our effort. 

Only use the sub logos for materials that 
represent these specific efforts. Never use 
the sub logos in place of entire effort.

Sub Logos
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It is important to display the 
Sustainable UF logo consistently 
in every medium. Please refer to 
the logo print guidelines of this 
Style Guide for information about 
the preferred logo configuration 
and required clear space. For on-
screen color usage, refer to the 
required RGB values within the 
Online Usage section.

TWo-coLor LoGo

The preferred use of the Sustainable UF 
logo is in its two-color horizontal format. 
Whenever possible, this logo should be 
used for all material. The two-color logo 
uses a green and black.

Usage
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one-coLor LoGo

For any material requiring a one-color logo, 
the green logo may be used. This logo uses 
the same green.

100% bLacK LoGo

The logo is 100% black on a white background.

100% WhiTe LoGo

The logo is 100% white on a background 
of green or black. The middle of the leaf 
reverses out to the color of the background.

Usage
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cLear Space

The area that surrounds the logo is called 
the clear space. This area should always 
be free of any additional graphic elements 
to avoid visual clutter and distraction from 
the brand identity. The Sustainable UF logo 
must always be surrounded by a clear space 
at least the height of the logo. For example, 
if the height of the logo is two inches, there  
should be at least two inches of clear space  
on all sides of the logo. This formula applies  
to some Sustainable UF variations and sub 
logos. To achieve the maximum impact in 
every graphic environment, the minimum 
clear space must be maintained. 

height = x

clear space = x

clear space = x

priMary horiZonTaL LoGo
Clear space is x when x is the height of the logo.

Usage
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priMary verTicaL LoGo
Clear space is .5x when x is the width of the logo.

Secondary verTicaL LoGo
Clear space is .5x when x is the width of the logo.

oFFice oF SUSTainabiLiTy 
Clear space is x when x is the height of the logo.

Green TeaM
Clear space is x when x is the height of the logo.

Usage
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Usage

MiniMUM SiZe

To protect the integrity, legibility and impact 
of the Sustainable UF logo and sub logos, 
they must never be reproduced in sizes 
smaller than those shown on this page.  
For print applications of the primary logo, 
do not use the logo smaller than 2.5 inches 
in width.  For usage of the Leaf Mark without 
the Word Mark, the width of the leaf symbol 
can be reduced to 0.5 inches.  Any further 
reduction would impair its legibility.

Width no less than 2.5 inches.

Width no less than 1 inch.

Width no less than 2 inches.

Width no less than 2 inches.

Width no less than 0.5 inches.
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onLine USaGe

The RGB values for all specified colors 
should be used in any online application 
of the Sustainable UF logo, the sub logos, 
the Leaf Symbol, or the color palettes. The 
RGB values for the Pantone DS 290-1 U 
green used in the logo are: Red- 114,  
Green- 191, and Blue- 68.  

EXAMPLES

Following are some examples of the online 
applications of the logo.

Usage
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LoGo vioLaTionS

It is critical that the Sustainable UF logo 
consistently appears as specified in this 
style guide. Overlooking these guidelines 
will negate our efforts to create a common 
look and feel in all of our communications. 
Following are some examples of common 
logo violations. Please review the examples 
and make every effort to adhere to the 
Style Guide specifications. To avoid any 
potential misrepresentation, always use the 
electronic files distributed with this guide.

e

e

e

e

e

DO NOT change the 

colors of the logo.

DO NOT flip elements 

of the logo.

DO NOT fill the logo  

with graduation.

DO NOT change the size 

relationship of the logo.

DO NOT alter the space 

relationship of elements 

in the logo. 

Usage
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DO NOT change the  

typeface of the Word Mark. 

e

e

e
e

e

e

e
e

e

ee
e

e

DO NOT encase the logo  

without minimum clear space.

DO NOT make patterns 

with the logo.

DO NOT stretch, distort,  

skew, or rotate the logo.

DO NOT embellish the logo 

with art elements.

Usage
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priMary paLeTTe

To maintain consistent use of the Sustainable 
UF logo, we have established guidelines 
regarding color values. On the following 
pages, we have provided examples of the  
required color values when printing any 
configurations of the Sustainable UF logo.  
For more information about on-screen usage 
and RGB values, please refer to the Online 
Usage section for the Sustainable UF Logo.  
Ideally, spot color printing (Pantone) should 
be used as often as possible since only  
these inks can reproduce the full brightness 
of the color palette. Four-color process 
(CMYK) printing may be used when spot 
color reproduction is not available.

COLOR LOGO

This is the preferred color treatment of the Sustainable 

UF logo. The Leaf Symbol prints using a gradient from 

green (PMS DS 290-1 U or a CMYK mix of C- 60, M-0, 

Y-100, K-0) to black. Within the Word Mark, the same 

PMS spot color (Pantone DS 290-1 U) and CMYK mix 

is used for the leaf symbols that dot the “i’s”. These 

leaf symbols do not have a gradient to black. The rest 

of the Word Mark is 100% black. 

color

Leaf Gradient

Black to Green

C-0, M-0, Y-0, K-100

C-60, M-0, Y-100, K-0

PMS DS 290-1

Arrow, UF, i dots

Green

C-60, M-0, Y-100, K-0

PMS DS 290-1

Word Mark

Black 

C-0, M-0, Y-0, K-100
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Secondary coLor paLeTTe

One of the first sensory clues 
to the Sustainable UF identity is 
color. Color is an integral part of 
our visual image, and consistent 
use of our color palette identifies 
us in ways that words can’t. This  
color palette has been created 
to establish a common look and 
feel in all of our Sustainable UF 
communications. This palette is 
designated for usage with the 
primary logo and the sub logos.

Complimentary Palette 

Contrasting Palette

Citrus Yellow 

C-0, M-7, 

Y-66, K-0

PMS 113 U

Light Green 

C-20, M-0, 

Y-85, K-0

PMS 389U

Teal 

C-71, M-0, 

Y-31, K-0

PMS 3262U

Light Orange

C-71, M-0, 

Y-31, K-0

PMS 3262U

Magenta 

C-0, M-100, 

Y-15, K-30

PMS 221 U

Pale Yellow 

C-0, M-2, 

Y-69, K-0

PMS 106

Logo Green

C-0, M-2, 

Y-69, K-0

PMS 106

Pale Blue

C-51, M-0, 

Y-9, K-0

PMS 305 U

Tangerine

C-0, M-79, 

Y-100, K-0

PMS 179 U

Blue

C-100, M-17, 

Y-0, K-51

PMS 3025 U

Lemon Yellow 

C-6, M-0, 

Y-100, K-0

PMS 3955U

Dark Green

C-100, M-0, 

Y-86, K-3

PMS 347 U

Dark Blue

C-80, M-53, 

Y-0, K-0

PMS 7455 U

Deep Red

C-0, M-100, 

Y-96, K-28

PMS 1807 U

Brown

C-0, M-74, 

Y-100, K-72

PMS 490 U

color
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Gotham, the typeface used for the  
words “office” and “of” within the 
sub logo, is recommended for any 
text on print or web materials used 
in conjunction with the main logo, 
such as headers within a PowerPoint 
presentation. The use of this strong 
typeface helps maintain consistency 
throughout the various applications 
of the logo and identity, contributing 
to the recognizability of the brand. 

Typography

Gotham- bold

abcdeFGhiJKLMnopQrSTUvWXyZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890.,:;-–'"*!?()/$

Gotham- Book

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890.,:;-–'"*!?()/$

Gotham- Book Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890.,:;-–'"*!?()/$
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There are countless possible 
applications of the Sustainable 
UF logo. From key chains to 
T-shirts, billboards to cars, the 
logo broadens awareness and 
communicates our identity on  
campus, within the Gainesville 
and throughout the country. 
Please refer to the logo print 
guidelines of this Style Guide  
for information on preferred 
logo configurations and clear 
space. The remaining pages 
contain several examples of 
proper usage of the Sustainable  
UF logo a wide range of media.

collateral Material
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Game Day Recycle Bin Campus Recycle Bin Campus Recycle Bin 2

collateral Material
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collateral Material

Green Hut
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collateral Material

Carry BagLight Switch
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collateral Material

Polo ShirtT-Shirt

Button
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Powerpoint Template

Water conservation quick tips:

- Connect a shut-off nozzle to your hose.

- Verify your home is leak free.

- Use re-circulating pumps.

- Make sure faucets are turned off all the way.

- Choose drought tolerant plants.

- Check the toilet tanks for leaks.

- Connect a shut-off nozzle to your hose.

- Become an informed citizen.

collateral Material

Electronic Signature

DeDee DeLongpre

Director of Office of Sustainability


